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I will cover…
About BCC
and our role

Business
preparations

Government
preparations

Resources

A Global Business Network
• 53 British Chambers of Commerce based in UK, 52 overseas (and
growing)
• Engage with 370k companies per year
• 5.8 million employees in the UK work for a Chamber member

Representing member interests through regular contact with senior Ministers, officials and their
advisors - casework and lobbying for clear direction on policy
Supporting members to plan for change - promoting easy access to the latest information and advice on
regulatory change

Inputting to the Brexit employer liaison panels convened by government departments
Technical assistance, training, consultation and user-testing of new systems provided to HMRC, DIT,
DExEU, BEIS, HMT and Home Office
Convening roundtables with Chambers and their members across the UK e.g. MAC, HMT, HMRC, Home
Office, BEIS
Campaigning for particular outcomes in the media - voice of real-world business concerns e.g. import
VAT, clarity on no-deal status of EU nationals

Brexit - our role…

Business
Brexit
Readiness

Potential impact of a
‘no-deal’ Brexit

BCC research suggests that a
no-deal Brexit would have
real-world impacts
Impacts would come through
changes to investment and
recruitment plans and relocation of activities

Government preparations…
Operation ‘Yellowhammer’: not-so-secret code name for government’s ‘no-deal’
preparation. A version, (time-stamped for August) was leaked to the Sunday Times
and published on 18 August. Another was published at the request of Parliament in
early September (very little other than the title had changed).
Leaked document identifies risk of widespread interruptions to supply chains, and
economy-wide impacts flowing from a combination of factors, including:
• Pressure on resources (e.g. at border immigration and customs)
• Actions of overseas authorities beyond the reach of UK policy (e.g. at ports,
customs and immigration checkpoints)
• Lack of business preparation, especially among SMEs, for complying with
different rules and coping with indirect effects (e.g. pressures on cash-flow)
• Disruption to flow of personal data
• Disruption to fuel distribution networks
• Consumer panic
Government is trying to mitigate risks through a range of interventions (including
funding) but cannot eliminate them entirely.

BCC Position
➢ Businesses do not want a messy and disorderly ‘no-deal’ exit on Oct 31
➢ Politicians should put politics aside and find consensus around a negotiated exit
➢ Uncertainty is already taking a toll on firms and the UK economy
➢ It is prudent to prepare for all scenarios

➢ Government and their agencies have not provided firms with all the information they need to
prepare
➢ BCC seeking the clarity that firms need to plan for the future, as well as measures that will relieve
some of the burden on business (e.g. issuing EORI numbers)

Asks of government
➢ Prioritise business cash flow
➢ Increase focus on businesses that believe they are ‘UK-only’ or ‘unaffected’
➢ Automate government support
➢ Significant improvements to quality and utility of information
➢ Government should establish an online portal for triaging and lodging business queries for
official response

Brexit Hub Refreshed
• Online resources updated:
https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/page/bu
siness-brexit-checklist

• Downloadable version updated: summary
sheet and detailed sign-posting to information
• Regular dialogue with teams across Whitehall
(e.g. BEIS and CDL) on information gaps and
quality of published guidance

No-Deal Guidance Dashboard
• BCC has published an assessment of the quality of official
information, advice and guidance across 36 areas. We ask
– how do they rate against these criteria:
• Clarity
• Visibility
• Timeliness
• Completeness
• How actionable
• We have also set out why this matters to business
• Analysis shared with relevant government departments for
feedback

Quality of official information and guidance
➢ BCC’s No-deal Guidance Dashboard shows that the areas of business impact served least well by official
policy statements and guidance include:
➢ Trade: lack of official UK Market Access Database for tariffs, quotas, preferences; no detail on
Northern Ireland - ROI border arrangements
➢ Immigration: intra-company transfers of EU staff - no official guidance published
➢ EU Funding: status of live European Investment Bank loan applications unclear; no published detailed
policy on what will replace £2bn per annum shortfall left by ESIF
➢ Even where published official information and engagement mechanisms score well on our quality criteria
(e.g. on the EU Settlement Scheme and some aspects of short-term future immigration policy) public
statements by Ministers can create confusion and new demands for information. Saw this recently with
hints that change might be coming to European Temporary Leave to Remain and temporary UK tariff
regime. The BCC’s No-deal Guidance Dashboard accounts for this.

Questions?

